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On June 19, we received a copy ofthe attached tables showing the caps the IHS
contemplated in its proposal to limit Contract Support Costs (CSC) on a contractor-by
contractor basis. Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary Kathleen Sebelius
transmitted these to the Chairmen and Ranking Members of the Interior Appropriations
Subcommittees in both the House and Senate. The tables provide $476,705,000 for
ongoing agreements, and $500,000 for new and expanded programs. We encourage you
to review these tables (attached) and crosscheck them with your CSC numbers to ensure
that they are accurate.

Interior Secretary Sally Jewell forwarded similar tables to Congress on June 14.
The DOl tables are not yet final, but have "not-to-exceed" estimates for most contractors.
The tables provide $230,000,000 for DOl contract supports, but there is no set aside for
new and expanded programs. You can access the tables at the BIA website:
http://www.bia.gov/cs/groups/public/documents/text/idcl-022087.pdf. We encourage
you to review these tables as well, as there is no guarantee the Department's
methodology or calculations are correct.

Like the budget proposal itself, these tables were constructed without consultation
with any tribe or tribal contractor. In their transmittal letters, Secretaries Sebelius and
Jewell assert the tables are prepared with an "estimate of contract support costs under
each contract or compact, relying on information available to the agencies as of April 30,
2013." We are unclear what information the Administration is using to construct these
proposals. HHS, DOl, and the Office of Management and Budget continue to reject
tribal demands to withdraw the proposal.

Not mentioned in these letters-but perhaps the most troubling aspect of the
contractor-by-contractor caps-is the likelihood that the individual caps will preclude
contractors from recovering underpaid CSCs via contract claims starting in FY 2014.
For this reason, we have been steadfast in our opposition to this misguided proposal.
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We will continue to work with the Administration and Congress on your behalf to make
sure this proposal is withdrawn or rejected.

Department ofInterior CSC Consultation

DOl will hold a consultation on its FY 2014 CSC proposal on Tuesday, June 25,
from 1:30 to 4 p.m. in the Reno Convention Center (next to NCAl's midyear meeting).
We will attend the consultation, and urge you to do the same. It is imperative that you
relay opposition to these proposals and the fact they will cut off future contract claims.
Further, the agency plans to use these consultations as a starting point for their FY 2015
budget. We have not seen an agenda for this meeting-or who will attend from DOI
but will update you on that as soon as possible following the meeting. A similar
consultation from the IHS will probably occur this summer, but there are no details yet.

Status ofthe FY2014 Proposal in Congress

The budget proposal is before the Appropriations subcommittees in the House and
Senate. We understand that both the Republicans and Democrats on the House Interior
Subcommittee are expected to reject the CSC proposal, but it is unclear what they will
offer in its place. The story is less clear in the Senate, where Interior Appropriations
subcommittee Chairman Reed (D-Rl) has not indicated where he stands. It would be
helpful for you to contact Interior subcommittee members--especially Chairman Reed, to
relay complete opposition to the proposal. If you decide to contact the subcommittee
please do so over the next two weeks, or before markup occurs. In contacting Chairman
Reed, tribes should make clear that they expect there to be both amendments and calls for
votes in the subcommittee's markup if the proposal is not scrapped. Tribes should also
contact Chairwoman Cantwell of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs to ensure she
relays the same message to Senator Reed. Please let us know if we can assist you with
these contacts.

IHS Settlement Process

Dr. Roubideaux has pledged to continue working on settlement of CSC claims,
and has proposed an "accelerated process" where the IHS will review its accounts and
make a one-time, non-negotiable settlement offer. If a tribe rejects this offer, it can use
the "traditional process" of a negotiated settlement. As we expected, the IHS is not
moving very quickly with its "accelerated process." We know of one tribe who has asked
for the offer and was told it would be ready sometime in January.

If you have any questions about this memorandum, please do not hesitate to
contact Joe Webster (jwebster(@,hobbsstraus.com or 202-822-8282), Geoff Strommer,
(gstrommer@hobbsstraus.com or 503-242-1745), Steve Osborne
(sosbome(whobbsstraus.com or 503-242-1745) or Adam Bailey
(abailey(cV,hobbsstraus.com or 916-442-9444).
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